LINE
Premium Decorative Panel System

VENEER

SURFACE

Timber wall and ceiling panels
Solid colour finishes including metallics
Complete system

COLOUR
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LINE
Premium Custom Decorative Panel Systems
SUPALINE is our range of pre-finished decorative wall and
ceiling panels.

Key Features:
Pre-finished panels for quick installation on site.
Ideal for providing hidden access in both ceilings and
walls to service areas or amenities.
Excellent durability and low maintenance.
Fire Retardant options available

Finishes:
SUPASURFACE – An economical consistent finish.
SUPAVENEER – Natural timber veneers selected and
finished with our trademark attention to quality.
SUPACOLOUR – Highly durable solid colours, pearl
and metallics matched to any UK paint reference.

Fixing Systems:
Concealed Fixing Systems.
Direct Fixing Systems.
Wider range of fixing systems available for many
technically challenging situations.

www.supawood.com

AUS 1800 002 123
UK 0845 347 0026

Cover:
Front left: Two contrasting SUPASURFACE finishes create a fun
chequered effect and highly durable finish in the busy circulation areas of
a school.

SUPAVENEER panels form a curved wall in the foyer of a school
performing arts theatre.
This page from top clockwise:
SUPALINE panels in SUPASURFACE in a staggered effect in a school
on the walls of a school performing arts theatre.

Right top: SUPAVENEER forms a long lasting durable finish in the high
traffic area of a university building. These panels contributed to this project
winning The Timber Development Association "Best Use of Decorative
Veneers - National" and "Interior Fit-out - National" 2009.

SUPACOLOUR satin panels form a durable and attractive entry to a
city building.

Right bottom: SUPACOLOUR high gloss generates interesting light
reflections while pre-curved corner panels add a touch of class
throughout the expansive foyer of a prestige hotel.

SUPAVENEER is extensively used in the entry of a girls school and is
complemented by matching SUPACOUSTIC perforated panels on
the ceilings.

Page 2 from top:
SUPAVENEER is the ideal finish for this busy corridor in a university
building.
SUPAVENEER integrated with audio/visual equipment, lighting and other
utilities on the ceiling of the Moot Court in a university law building.

SUPAVENEER custom grooved panels including pre-curved corners
are used extensively throughout the corridors of a racecourse
grandstand.
SUPASURFACE panels create a dramatic stepped effect on the side
walls, form the edge of the stage and are matched with an acoustic
effective SUPASLAT ceiling in the performing arts theatre of a school.

SUPASURFACE feature shaped panels set into up-stands enhance the
ceiling of a mall while creatively hiding utilities.

Back cover:

SUPACOLOUR satin and matching SUPACOUSTIC slotted panels form a
durable finish in a stairwell plus provide full access to utilities in the wall.

SUPAVENEER custom panels creates a dramatic impression
throughout the foyer of a performing arts centre.
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LINE
Premium Custom Solid Panel System

For more product information:
"Global technology and know-how. Local manufacture and support."
SUPAWOOD produce an extensive range of market-leading lining
systems and look forward to helping you on your next project.

Website: www.supawood.com

SUPAWOOD ensure the final result is what you have
envisaged by providing panel layout drawings and
prototypes where required.
Please contact our team of Consultants to discuss how
to turn your design intent into reality, in time, on budget,
and without any unexpected surprises.
Please note that specifications, dimensions and finishes may vary from those shown.
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SUPAWOOD Head Office
Australasian Support and Manufacturing
Phone: +61 1800 002 123
Email: sales@supawood.com.au
SUPAWOOD UK
UK Support and Manufacturing
Phone: +44 (0) 845 347 0026
Email: sales@supawood.co.uk

